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Accomplishments from the past quarter. Things have been going pretty
awesome within our district. First things first- all of  our current service
positions are filled with members who are being extremely active. Abby,
our PI chair, and Monte, our CPC chair, have been meeting regularly  and
talking about better ways to get information about AA out to the
professionals  within our community. We finally got our Activities position
filled and immediately  John put together our first in-person picnic at a
park which went off extremely  well. Two of our 8 correctional facilities
have begun allowing us to start bringing  meetings in again, and we are
still providing some Zoom meetings within a few of our treatment
facilities. As of now, several meetings have started adopting a hybrid 
format and are trying to figure out some of the glitches but, overall, it
appears to  be going pretty well.  

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. There have been
a few issues facing our district. One of which, is probably being faced by many
other districts- the idea of hybrid or going back to in-person. As of  now, our
district has decided that our district meeting should stay on zoom, with good
reason- our meeting attendance has gotten larger and we are beginning to 
consistently get participation from some cities which are in district 8 but tend
to be  more geographically spread out, like out in Yelm and Shelton. So myself
and  Chuck, my alt DCM, have begun conversations with the church to look
into some  ways that we could possibly do a hybrid district meeting.  

The other thing that has come up is with regards to updating our district
handbook and looking into the relationship between our South Sound Service
Center and District 8. For those who don’t know, the South Sound Service Center
operates an sort of an intergroup but also as a function of our district by primarily
providing literature to groups within our district. The handbook hasn’t been
updated in about twenty years and over time, there seems to have become quite a
lot of “gray area” between what is District business and what are administrative
tasks for the office to handle. So we have created an ad hoc committee to look into



some of these questions and decide how we want to move forward with regards to
having a service center and updating our district handbook to clarify some of the
roles of  specific district positions.  

There has also been some discord amongst a few of our groups on providing a
hybrid format for there meetings. So, I would love to hear some success stories
about how that’s been working or how your groups have gotten through certain
challenges. And I would also love to hear from other DCM’s who have begun
facilitating district meetings through some type of a hybrid format.  

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next
quarter. One of my goals over the next quarter is to start having regularly
scheduled ad hoc committee meetings to begin updating our district 8 handbook.
The other is t  identify ways to provide a hybrid format for ongoing district
meetings and to  possibly bring that to our September district meeting. My last
goal- whew, that’s a lot of goals!- it to reach out to Little Creek for a possible bid
for a future Assembly.  And I’ll put a little plug in now, that Little Creek Resort is a
pretty awesome place to have an assembly, just saying…


